The use of social media has become an everyday activity, one that established and young artists cannot, and indeed do not want to, do without. They work with it. They are where their audience is. At first it was websites, today it is social media, particularly Instagram, when it comes to visual art.

After the protagonists of Net Art, the technology Utopians of the early 1990s, discovered that the web would not replace the classic art institutions as exhibition venues, the next generation of artists emerged and responded to the internet. The term Post-Internet Art took hold, coined by the artist and theorist Marisa Olson: «I’m going to toggle back and forth between video and internet because some of the internet art that I make is on the internet, and some is after the internet.» What at first sounds like an attitude evolved into a collective expression for artists that were looking to make art for exhibitions again, rather than art in the browser.

In turn, Social Media Art seizes upon the Utopia of Net Art, with the ability to democratise the art world. The audience can be reached directly via Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, Tumblr and Twitter. Young artists are responding to social media and its content, to new features and technology.

The book *Link in Bio. Art after Social Media*, presents over 50 works – installations, photographs, sculptures, videos and paintings – illustrating how the production and reception of art are changing in the age of social media.


Texts by Tilman Baumgärtel, Bogomir Doringer, Constant Dullaart, Anna Ehrenstein, Iloa Hartmann, Anika Meier, Marisa Olson, Sebastian Schmieg, Angelika Schoder, Natasha Stagg, Thomas Webb, Alfred Weidinger, Kathrin Wessling.

The exhibition and the catalog were funded by the German Federal Cultural Foundation.
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Over 50 works illustrate how the production and reception of art are changing in the age of social media.
Press images

01 Andy Kassier: Just Swinging, 2019
© Andy Kassier

02 Tom Galle: Corp Gear (McDonald’s Brass Knuckles, Facebook Crowbar), 2017
© Tom Galle

03 Arvida Byström: Cherry Picking, 2019
© Arvida Byström

04 Steffen Zillig: Only Originals, 2018
© Steffen Zillig. Courtesy Galerie Conradi, Hamburg

05 Chris Drange: Emirate with Butterflies, 2019
© Chris Drange

06 Tears in the Wind, 2018
3D Makeup
© Ines Marzat & Nicole Ruggiero